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Introduction
Are you an artist?
Odds are that at some point in your career, you have been or will
be asked to donate your work to a charitable cause.
Do you work for a charitable organization?
If you’re a staff member, volunteer or supporter, perhaps it’s your
task to contact artists to request donations.
We believe that by empowering you with information and education, it is possible not only to make this process mutually beneficial but to increase the profitability for both artists and charities.
As full-time artists and businesswomen, we saw the need to create
guidelines for donating art and for charitable requests. We have
compiled this information from our own personal experiences and
those of artist friends and colleagues. While our focus is on artrelated donations, many of these guidelines apply to other professions as well.
Art is indeed a business and we know this information is critical to
the success of both the artist and the organization.
~ Ann & Gayle
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For Organizations
- Working With Artists
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Initial Contact
Customize your request – make a connection with the artist before sending
an e-mail/letter or making a phone call. Educate yourself about his/her work.
Is it a good fit for your event?
Customize the content of your correspondence: “I saw your work on . . .”,
“Your style/subject matter would be perfect for . . .”
Clarify your request and respect the value of the artist’s work.
Clearly explain any rules/restrictions/benefits.
These are examples of typical donation requests:
• Auction Item (Live/Silent/On-line)
• Raffle/Door Prize
• In kind donation
• Gift certificate
• Original Art or Reproduction (open edition, limited edition, etc.)
The value of the art depends on how it will be offered at the event. For
example, use high-value items for live auction, lower-value items for silent
auction. An on-line auction may be a mix of both. Generally, a raffle or
door prize item is of even lower value. The key is to present items of similar quality/value together – i.e. don’t put a high value original on the silent
auction table with items of lesser value.
You may provide suggestions that work in the context of your event. You
know more about your event than the artist does – what is a good fit for your
event?
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Interactions
• Support the artists who support you; purchase their art and services!
• Reply to artists’ questions in a timely manner.
• Engage and motivate the artist to help promote the event and provide
them with materials they can use to do so. For example, web site links,
a Facebook page, flyers (either printed or in digital form that they can
print), postcards, press releases and public service announcements, etc.
• Invite the artist to the event and encourage their participation. An artist
who is comfortable talking about their work can do a lot to help make a
sale. Free tickets may come in several forms due to your organization’s
financial constraints or what you gain from a donation. For example,
offer one free ticket to the artist and a guest, or one free ticket and one
half-priced ticket.
• Important: be sure to spell the artist’s name correctly on all materials. If
time allows, show the artist a proof.
• Include the artist’s web site or other appropriate links in your on-line
and printed event marketing.
• Follow through on any commitments made to the artist! Only promise
what you can deliver.
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At the Event
• Display the artwork appropriately – good lighting, easy-to-read labels,
etc.
• Provide a place for the artists to leave business cards, postcards, art
books, brochures or other promotional materials, either near their work
or at a table set up for this purpose.
• For live auctions, use an auctioneer experienced in art or an art expert
to talk about the work. Let attendees know why this person is an expert.
Start the live auction while attendees are still engaged; don’t wait until
the latter part of the event. Choose an art expert who is both knowledgeable and entertaining.
• For an on-air event: keep the viewers interested, touch on key points
about why this art is collectible. Prior to the event, you may consider
doing some on-air talent training because your art expert may have no
on-air experience.
• Ask artists for a brief biography, artist’s statement and a description of
their donated art, so this information can accompany the work.
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Understanding Artists
• Artists support a variety of charitable organizations, but as with any business, they need to budget for their donation choices.
• An artist is the sum of all experiences. A gift of their art is a gift of themselves. Their personal energy and egos are involved in their art. This is
far different than a donation of a gift basket that someone bought.
• Artists want their work and efforts to be appreciated and displayed with
respect.
• If your organization is not art-related and you’re going to be asking for
art donations, you may benefit from hiring a consultant in the form of
a knowledgeable artist or art curator. Even if you are art-related, you
might consider hiring an art consultant.
• Artists are more likely to donate if you have already established a relationship with them through prior purchases, attending their shows, taking classes, corresponding online, connecting through social networking,
etc.
• Artists range in expertise/experience from beginner to emerging to established, so you may need to help guide their donation accordingly.
• It is important to recognize the value of an artist’s time. Art is a business.
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Follow Up
• A “Thank You” goes a long way. For example: a personal note, e-mail,
contact, etc.
• If possible, let the artist know who bought their work. Provide full contact information. Artists maintain a contact list and want to stay in touch
with new clients.
• Send a follow-up letter with a recap of the event, money raised, etc.
• If an artwork doesn’t sell, make arrangements to get it back to the artist
or determine if they will allow you to keep it for a future event.
• Keep track of an artist’s contributions – someone who donates many
times and continues to support your organization is a gem you need to
respect. How can you reward this person to encourage them to continue to donate?
• Encourage your supporters to support the artists beyond the event – this
allows the artists to continue to support you.
• Provide a receipt of donation to the artist.
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Possible Perks
• Give a free membership to your organization, it could be for one year,
multiple years or a lifetime.
• Provide tickets to events, either free or discounted.
• Offer a vendor booth for no charge at a future event.
• Marketing opportunities – web site link, printed material, advertising
(on-air, print, web)
• Provide an “invitation only”, “masters”, or “special collection” section
in your art auction for artists or artistic volunteers/teachers/committee
members. This allows them to participate without having to be juried in
with the rest of entries. This gives your organization the opportunity to
provide additional art that can compliment the jury process.
• Hang the artist’s work on your facility’s walls and offer it for sale with
part of the proceeds to benefit your organization.
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For Artists
- Working With Organizations
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Initial Contact
• Do take the time to reply to a request, even if you can’t donate. Something like: “I’m sorry, but I’m unable to donate at this time. Best wishes
for a successful event. Please keep me on your contact list.” may be all
you need to say.
• If you’ve received a request that’s a little “rough around the edges”, and
you have time, take the opportunity to gently educate on a proper way
to request.
• If you want to solicit for requests and start a collaboration with a specific charity, you can do so via e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, etc. by saying
something like “My goal this year is to serve charities, please contact me
to ask how I can help your organization.”
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Do Your Homework –

Donate Pr udently

• Do you want to be affiliated with this organization?
• Is it a good fit for your work?
• Is it legitimate? Do your research.
• Do you understand the organization and how their mission encourages
you to support them better?
• Can you garner an on-air opportunity? The exposure is invaluable.
• With live auction situations, will the organization be using an art expert
you feel will do the best job in showcasing/explaining your work?
• Is it a for-profit, not-for-profit or non-profit organization? For definitions,
visit appeals4art.wordpress.com/glossary
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Help Them Help You
Be professional! Collaborate and team with those you trust and do it well.
• Capitalize on exposure opportunities at the event. For example: have
materials ready to be displayed along with your work, business cards,
postcards, art books, flyers, brochures, etc.
• Provide information about the artwork. If it’s for a live auction, be sure
to have a statement prepared for the auctioneer to read. If possible,
contact the auctioneer/art expert yourself to discuss yourself and your
work.
• Have an artist’s bio available, either on your website or printed.
• Create your own press for the event. Don’t rely on the organization to
do all the marketing. You may need to run your publicity materials past
the organization before distributing. For example: send out e-mails, post
on Facebook/Twitter, make postcards. Be creative!
• If you do have a bad experience go through the proper channels to give
them a chance to rectify or explain the problem. Don’t air your dirty
laundry in social media. You may decide never to work with that particular organization again, but don’t burn bridges or cause ill will.
• Request a donation receipt. Consult your tax advisor regarding qualified
donations.
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Decisions to Make
• What will you donate? Choose work that represents your best efforts. Is the work
appropriate for the way it will be presented? For example, is it for a live auction or a
raffle prize? This will help with your donation decision, so select accordingly.
• Don’t donate work that doesn’t represent you well. It is better not to donate at all
than to donate old, poor-quality items. You don’t want potential buyers to associate
you with inferior work!
• If donating unmatted and/or unframed work, be sure to guide the organization’s
framing choices or ask if you can frame and be reimbursed. Inquire about a framing
program. Your art put in the wrong frame by event staff does nothing to help the effort. If there is a framing program, be prepared to relinquish your input on framing.
Framers are also donating their time and materials.
• If items you donate don’t sell, do you want them back? May the organization keep
them for future events? This may depend on the value of the art. It’s probably not
a big deal to let them keep a pack of notecards or small matted print for their next
event, but an original piece of art is a different story.
• If you’re donating a gift certificate, be specific on what it covers.
- Is it for a discount off of items in-stock? In-house or on-line works?
- Does it apply to originals or not? Does it need an expiration date?
- Be cautious about gift certificates for custom/commissioned art – it can set you up
for problems. You have no control over who is buying this certificate and what they
expect. Normally, when you accept a commission, there’s a dialogue before you
agree to accept it. That is not the case here.
• Decide how many charities you’ll support in a given year. It’s better to support fewer
charities well than to spread yourself thin trying to help too many. Having said that,
there are still opportunities to donate small, less expensive items to many events
with little effort on your part. These “small opportunities” still provide exposure,
marketing and name recognition.
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Do It Yourself
Team with an organization, and set up your own event or sell your own art
to benefit them. You can donate 100% of the proceeds or specify a different amount. Commit to it in writing.
• This project might be an art show of your work or you might decide to
include other artists. It could be a sale of an item or items in a gallery or
on-line.
• Choose your charity carefully, make sure they will follow through on any
commitments they have made for this project.
• Respect the organization! Even though you’re doing your own thing, you
are acting as their representative. Don’t do anything that would reflect
poorly on the organization as that’s a sure way to sour your relationship.

Pros
• You handle the logistics, you’re in control of how your work is priced
and what amount you donate.
• You use the organization’s contacts and marketing services to promote
the event and possibly to find a suitable venue and services.
• You set the price and decide how much to donate. This way, both you
and the organization profit. No money is committed until the sale is
made.
• You create your own marketing materials (flyers, press releases). so you
have control of the content.
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Cons
• When you handle the logistics, you do the bulk of the work and are
responsible for up-front expenses.
• You can’t necessarily count on the organization to market the event for
you, but this is why you team with a group with whom you’ve already
built a relationship. They want to help you succeed so they’ll benefit
too.
• There is no guarantee that the event will be successful.

Opportunities and Consequences
Opportunities
• Increased exposure and visibility
• Potential future sales and commissions
• Press
• Event ticket(s)
• Relationships
• New clients

Consequences
• Art value not deductible (see Myths, pg. 20)
• Art damaged or poorly showcased
• Potential devaluation
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Auctions
Auctions may be all art or art and other items (food, wine, services, etc.)
You may or may not have control over these things, it’s up to you to
decide if that’s acceptable or not. If not, don’t donate.
• It’s common practice to start bids of original art at 30% of the item’s
value. You may be able to negotiate a higher starting price, it depends
on the venue/organization and your relationship with them.
• Request that the item meet minimum bid or it won’t be sold and is
returned to you.
• In some cases, a portion of the sale will be paid to the artist, so
determine if you want any of that or wish to donate it. If you want to
donate the full or a partial amount of your portion, consider having
the charity pay you your cut and then donate that back and receive
the tax deduction for the monetary donation. Consult your tax advisor
regarding qualified donations.
• Always ask for a donation receipt for your records.
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Additional Opportunities
• Consider making a donation from your own direct art sales to a favorite
charity. For example, if you have a cat painting available, note that some
percentage of the sale of that piece will benefit a local cat rescue. Team
with that charity so they’ll promote your work, by doing this, there’s no
money committed unless the art sells.
• You might even allow a buyer of your art to make the donation directly.
The buyer pays you the retail price of the art, less the donation amount
and they make the donation directly to the charity. Have the buyer
write the check to the charity and give it to you to pass along to ensure
the donation is made.
• Convert a donation/exchange/pick up to a sale!
- If possible, invite the charity’s representative to your studio to pick up
your donation, they may just find something they’d like to purchase
for themselves and it also provides an opportunity to gain additional
insight into you and your work.
- The same applies to a buyer - if a piece has sold and must be picked
up from you, invite the buyer to your studio – they may see additional
items they’d like to purchase.
• Offer to sell event tickets at your studio, in classes you teach, or at other
venues where you show your work. If you are given complimentary
event tickets, have select clients, collectors and press pick them up at
your studio.
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Demonstration or
Speaking Engagement
Demonstration
Offer to do a demonstration of one of your techniques to a group of supporters from an organization. Your demonstration may be free, at a reduced rate or perhaps the organization will commit to purchasing the
demonstration piece. You benefit by sharing your work, which creates
interest and can lead to future purchases. If the organization doesn’t commit to buying the demonstration piece, you can make it available for sale
to attendees.
Speaking Engagement
Offer to speak about a subject related to your art. For example: discuss the
business of art, framing, social media, marketing, book illustration, etc.
In addition to the opportunity to sell your demonstration art, you may be
able to sell additional work in either of these situations. Clear it with the
organization, perhaps you can offer some lower-priced items such as note
cards, prints, etc. Of course, you could certainly donate a percentage of
the sale of any of these items to the organization.
Be sure to bring business cards and any other appropriate marketing materials you may have.
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Myths
• Many organizations will tell you that your donation is tax-deductible
because they are a registered charitable organization. This really doesn’t
help you. You can only deduct the cost of materials, not the retail price
of the art, unless you have a written appraisal.
- Consult your tax advisor for advice on qualified donations.
- Find a reputable appraiser.
• “It’s great exposure!”
- Only if the charity does a good job of promoting the event and has a
good turnout.
- Exposure doesn’t necessarily lead to sales. Artists help charities because they want to, but that doesn’t mean they don’t also want to
make a living. Remember, art is a business too!
• “Bigger is Better”
- In an auction, a small piece of well-done art starting at a lower pricepoint may garner more bids.
- Buyers may be looking for smaller items as a gift or to fill a smaller
space in their home.
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In Closing
Do you see how creative thinking and a relationship between an artist and
a charitable organization can benefit both? Building a relationship leads to
additional sales which then allows the artist to donate back to the charity
and support them. It’s very much a circular relationship; create and foster
a good relationship and utilize it. What you put into a relationship is what
you get out of it.
This process may seem overwhelming to a newcomer or even an
experienced fund-raiser, if so, it’s ok to delegate. Contact Ann & Gayle for
guidance.
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The content of this document is not intended to constitute legal or tax advice. Please consult your attorney,
financial adviser or CPA for professional advice.
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Empower yourself or your organization and
impact success with the tools and
infor mation provided by Appeals for Art.

“Baby Face”
by Ann Ranlett
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